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UPDATE:  USD LIBOR Transition Timeline 
Likely to be Extended to June 30, 2023 

In a potentially major development, on November 30th ICE Benchmark Administration (“IBA”), the 

administrator for LIBOR, announced plans to consult early this December on its intention to cease 

publication (i) immediately after December 31, 2021 of one week and two month USD LIBOR settings and 

(ii) immediately following the LIBOR publication on June 30, 2023 of the remaining USD LIBOR settings – 

i.e., overnight and one, three, six and twelve month settings.1 According to IBA’s regulator, the U.K. 

Financial Conduct Authority (the “FCA”), this extension of a clear end date for most USD LIBOR settings 

from the end of 2021 to mid-2023 will continue to incentivize the “swift transition” away from USD LIBOR 

while still affording market participants sufficient time to address the corresponding modifications that 

must be made to legacy contracts referencing USD LIBOR.2 

IBA announced on November 18, 2020, that it would be consulting on its intention to cease publication of 

GBP, EUR, CHF and JPY LIBOR settings after December 31, 2021.3  This potential extension of rate 

settings beyond that date with respect only to specified USD LIBOR settings is, therefore, most likely a 

significant indicator of the perceived difficulty confronting market participants in their efforts to transition 

away from USD LIBOR.  (Note that the November 30 announcements from the IBA, FCA and U.S. bank 

regulators alone are insufficient to trigger fallbacks under certain of the International Swaps and 

Derivatives Association, Inc.’s benchmark reform-related supplements and protocols.4) 

As we previously noted, some commentators had suggested that the November 18, 2020, announcement 

indicated that official sector and panel bank discussions on the USD LIBOR transition were lagging 

behind those regarding LIBOR rates for other major currencies and that, therefore, the transition from 

                                                      

1  See Intercontinental Exchange, ICE Benchmark Administration to Consult On Its Intention to Cease the 

Publication of One Week and Two Month USD LIBOR Settings at End-December 2021, and the Remaining USD 

LIBOR Settings at End-June 2023. 

2  See Financial Conduct Authority, FCA response to IBA’s proposed consultation on intention to cease 

US$ LIBOR, Nov. 30, 2020. 

3  See USD LIBOR Transition Timeline in Question Following IBA & FCA Statements, November 20, 2020 

4  The International Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc. released a statement confirming that the November 30 

announcements from the IBA, FCA and Federal Reserve Board did not constitute an index cessation event 

under the IBOR Fallbacks Supplement or the ISDA 2020 IBOR Fallbacks Protocol, nor would such 

announcements trigger fallbacks under the 2018 ISDA Benchmarks Supplement or related protocol. See 

International Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc., ISDA Statement on IBA, UK FCA and Federal Reserve 

Board Announcements on US Dollar LIBOR Consultation, Nov. 30, 2020. 
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USD LIBOR to a widely-accepted replacement rate – most likely the Secured Overnight Financing Rate 

(SOFR) – might get pushed out beyond December 31, 2021, which is the date after which panel banks 

could no longer be compelled to make USD LIBOR submissions. 

Nevertheless, regulators and industry groups continue to emphasize the need to implement the 

necessary contractual changes as quickly as possible.  Consider, for example, the following warning from 

the U.S. Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (the “FFIEC”):  “Failure to prepare for 

disruptions to USD LIBOR, including operating with insufficiently robust fallback language, could 

undermine financial stability and banks’ safety and soundness.”5 

Consistent with the FFIEC’s view, the Alternative Reference Rates Committee had noted approvingly that 

the concurrent announcements yesterday by IBA, the FCA and U.S. regulators “include supervisory 

guidance encouraging banks to stop new USD LIBOR issuances by the end of 2021.”6  Moreover, 

significant questions had previously arisen regarding the willingness of swap dealers to enter into new 

USD LIBOR exposures in the near future, though market reaction to the announcement of the potential 

USD LIBOR extension remains to be seen. 

We will continue to monitor and report on developments in this area. 

* * * 
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5  Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, and Federal 

Deposit Insurance Corporation, Statement on LIBOR Transition, Nov. 30, 2020. 

6  See Alternative Reference Rates Committee, ARRC Applauds Major Milestone in Transition from U.S. Dollar 

LIBOR Proposed Path Outlines a Clear End Date for USD LIBOR; Would End New Issuances by End-2021, and 

Subject to Consultation Outcomes, Legacy Contracts Could Mature by Mid-2023, Nov. 30, 2020. 

https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/files/bcreg20201130a1.pdf
https://www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/Microsites/arrc/files/2020/ARRC_Press_Release_Applauds_Milestone_Transition_US_Dollar_LIBOR.pdf
https://www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/Microsites/arrc/files/2020/ARRC_Press_Release_Applauds_Milestone_Transition_US_Dollar_LIBOR.pdf
https://www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/Microsites/arrc/files/2020/ARRC_Press_Release_Applauds_Milestone_Transition_US_Dollar_LIBOR.pdf
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